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Even though we try very hard to keep our links up to date, we can't guarantee
that you will always find the most up to date version. If you find something out
of date, please report us. Much of the discussion on our forum concerns older

versions than what is already provided for.Q: Is there a better way to use
`find` for accessing an arbitrary number of elements? I have a collection of

elements that I need to iterate, but will have the possibility of the number of
elements being arbitrarily large. I currently have a loop that does this: for (i,
elem) in myList.enumerate() { // use elem } However, this doesn't compile

with error: incompatible block variable type I could improve my current
method by using a sequence: let mySequence = myList.enumerate()

mySequence.forEach { elem in // use elem } But, the obvious problem with
this is that it doesn't maintain the order in which the elements were found, so

it's no longer clear when I should use the return value of
mySequence.enumerate() to determine the sequence. Is there a better way to
do this? A: While it may not be the case for you (and may indeed have to use a

Sequence rather than a Collection, depending on the nature of your
sequences), enums do provide this functionality. enums can be created with

the keyword enum - an enum is a named constant with associated values
(which could be class names, function names etc). The sort order of a

sequence of enum entries is maintained within the array of enum values, so
any reordering of elements will not break the order of the sequence. let

sequence = Seq(first, second, third) for enumEntry in sequence {
print(enumEntry) } // prints first second third let sequence = Seq(first, second,
third, fourth) for enumEntry in sequence { print(enumEntry) } // prints second

third fourth first let sequence = Seq(first, second, third, fourth, fifth) for
enumEntry in sequence { print(enumEntry) } // prints fourth fifth second
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